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Objective

NAV

Malayan Traders Capital Founders Fund (“Malayan Traders”, “MTC”
or the “Fund”) aims to achieve a net return of 10-15% p.a. over a 3-5
year period by investing in a portfolio of global listed equities. MTC
invests predominantly in blue chip companies listed in the US and
Emerging Asia and employs a value driven, bottom-up investment
approach. MTC’s benchmark is the Singapore Straits Times Index
(“STI”) and the MSCI All Country World Index (“MSCI ACWI”).
The STI was chosen as a benchmark as MTC’s investors predominantly
originate from Southeast Asia, where the STI is the most commonly
followed index. Performance is reported in USD.
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MTC delivered a since inception net return of 56.4% (14.4% p.a.),
outperforming its benchmarks, the STI and the MSCI ACWI, which
returned -9.9% (-3.1% p.a.) and 35.4% (9.5% p.a.) respectively.
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After three negative quarters, MTC reversed its losses for the year,
appreciating 18.4% for the month. After months of recalibrating the
portfolio with new and existing deep value companies, it was only a
matter of time before performance rebounded. October was that month.
The overall market started improving with the recovery of oil prices from
a low of $43/bbl in August to a high of $52/bbl in October, coupled with
the certainty that US was not going to increase interest rates, among
others. The STI and MSCI ACWI also recovered 7.4% and 7.8%
respectively, however the STI is still down 10.9% YTD. This reinforces
why a global portfolio like MTC is resilient in weathering an Asian
economic slowdown and currency deterioration, as the portfolio is
nimble to dynamically invest in quality companies around the world.
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US and Emerging Asia
Since inception in 2012, our geographic preference was for listed
companies in the US and Emerging Asia. Coincidentally, after 5 years
of negotiation, the Trans Pacific Partnership, the biggest world trade
agreement was signed in October. While it’s too early to comment on
the benefits, it’s good to note that the action by the high powers in the
US and Asia further validate MTC’s belief.
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Company Listing
Breakdown

Portfolio
No EU, Russia, South America, Japan
It is occasionally important to comment on what we don’t hold in our
portfolio to demonstrate why our portfolio is low risk. IMF recently
lowered its world economic growth forecast for this year to 3.1%, mainly
due to Russia and Brazil’s expected GDP contraction of 3.8% and 3.0%
respectively. Furthermore, Britain dipped into a recession in September,
and the overall Euro Zone is in a deflationary environment as consumer
prices fell 0.1% p.a. - significantly below its target of 2.0%. Lastly, Bank
of Japan again lowered its growth and inflation forecast, signalling that
its quantitative easing is not working. You cannot reinvigorate a
declining economy or industry by creative financing. Growth comes
from continued innovation and repeatable business practices. This is
why MTC invests in global companies listed in the US, as well as leading
companies in Southeast Asia (“SEA”).
Southeast Asia Property Developers
In the past decade, SEA’s property boom cycle was fuelled by the
increased wealth locally and in China. Foreign speculation pushed
prices to valuations where the average wage earner has to live in a
shoebox apartment or remote areas. Singapore for example, which
started beefing up its property cooling measures in 2013, saw the
Singapore Residential Property Price Index fall 8%, from 154.6 in
October 2013 to 142.3 in October 2015. This negatively affected the
share price of a Singapore listed property developer by more than 50%
from its decade peak - its market capitalisation trading significantly
below the value of its land bank and cash on hand. We see extreme value
there, and this is similar among other property developers in SEA.
However, we do caution that only a few developers are cheap, the rest
are unlikely to recover.
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We continue to expect further volatility for the year, but note that our
current porfolio is the cheapest its been since late 2012. You can find
more great businesses trading at cheap valuations today compared to
any other time since the financial crisis in 2008. We believe investing for
the long term at today’s level will generate excess returns of more than
20% p.a. for MTC’s investors.
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Disclaimer
The views expressed in this report are those of Devan Linus Rajadurai, MTC’s Founder &
Chief Investment Officer. MTC’s investment strategy is implemented by the Fund’s Investment
Manager, MTC Asset Management, with the support of its sister entity, MTC Asset
Management (M) Sdn. Bhd. licensed by Securities Commission Malaysia (CMSL:
eCMSL/A0333/2015), which provides research and operational support to MTC Asset
Management. The Fund is a regulated mutual fund under the Mutual Funds Law of the
Cayman Islands and is registered with the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority. This report is
up-to-date as of 1 August 2016.
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